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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Although curriculum reform takes at least five years to be institutionalized (Tyler, 1987), educational research is rarely concerned with such 1ong term studies.

According to Tyl er (persona 1

communication, Oct. 12, 1988), the true aim of educational research
should be replication, rather than complicated statistical analyses.
The many human variables in education cannot be controlled as they
can in physics or chemistry.

When one finds a successful program in

education, the important quest ion to answer is if it can be adapted
to other situations and settings.

The purpose of this study is to

see if a successful program of curriculum change and staff development, The Mathematics Curriculum Improvement Project (MCIP) summer
workshop component, could be continued and expanded for a third year.
The MATHEMATICS CURRICULUM IMPROVEMENT PROJECT (MCIP) combines the
resources of excellent teachers from the Cook, DuPage, Lake and Will
County area public and private schools,

Loyola University,

the

Chicago Archdiocesan Office of Catholic Education, and the Illinois
Board of Higher Education to:
1) improve the math competencies of existing teachers;
2) expand the group of teachers using an activity focused math
curriculum;
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3) capitalize on the skills developed by veteran MCIP teachers to
help train new mathematics teacher leaders and institutionalize
mathematics curriculum improvement.
The development of the MCIP goals is the result of extensive feedback from administrators within the Chicago Archdiocesan system, informal discussions with graduate students and administrators from
other districts, national reports, and the professional organizations.

The Chapter II Principals' Advisory Committee of the Chicago

Archdiocese for example, identified the improvement of teachers in
science and mathematics as one of two primary needs in their schools.
Principals are eager to move from a textbook-based curriculum to an
activities and problem solving oriented mathematics curriculum.
many schools, the mathematics curriculum is textbook based.

In

Recent

research indicates that textbooks introduce as 1ittle as 303 new
material at a given grade (Flanders, 1987).
many points of view.
reduced.

Second,

This is problematic from

First, the amount of mathematics knowledge is
excessive review decreases interest in math.

Third, students used to a slow-paced curriculum often do very poorly
in high school algebra when 95% of the content is new.
Because of scant resources, staff development in the Chicago
Archdiocesan schools is more problematic than in other school systems.

Each school is organized as a district but without resources

for curriculum or staff development personnel.

Therefore, teachers

need to be trained to act with the principal as curriculum leaders.
The principals recognize that teachers have great powers as
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decision-makers in their classrooms.
is to insure that expertise.

Their responsibility as leaders

Over 225 school evaluation visitations

in the Chicago Archdiocesan schools document the need for teacher
training in delivery of mathematics instruction.
This need for staff development is not restricted to the
private school sector.

Educational reform legislation in Illinois

requires great changes in the delivery of reading, mathematics and
science.

Unfortunately, no funds have been allocated for staff

development.

Two recent studies (Jensen, 1988, and Lipowich, 1988)

find that the instructional ideal proposed by the state will not be
realized without inservice.
Additional evidence for teacher training is found in a needs
assessment instrument designed by the Chicago Archdiocesan Education
Office committee assigned to explore the needs of the elementary
schools.

The assessment took the form of a priority survey and was

distributed to 360 elementary school principals.

The Mathematics

Curriculum Improvement Project addresses four needs identified by
over half of the principals as having highest priority:

1) workshops

and institutes for professional development of teachers; 2) provision
of consultation services for curriculum and/or instructional problems
at individual schools; 3) provision of consultation services for
short and long-range planning and research at individual schools; and
4) provision of resources for innovative programs.

More detailed

analysis of this data shows that three of these four needs have
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highest priority among Black and Hispanic schools; have shown little
change in priority ratings since 1976; and have been viewed as ineffectively dealt with by over 75% of the principals in the system.
Many of the needs expressed by the Chicago Archdiocesan school
system can be generalized to other school systems.

The Mathematics

Curriculum Improvement Project was developed to meet these needs.

In

1986, the Illinois Board of Higher Education funded Loyola University
to work with teachers from the Chicago Archdiocese, as well as other
private and public school districts.

The project was refunded in

1987.
MCIP/88 builds upon the success of the 1986 and 1987 programs.
Activities that were highly rated in 1987 were kept and/or expanded.
In two years MCIP has shown that 84 talented and dedicated teachers
can change their mathematics curriculum.
that these were not unique events.

MCIP/88 attempts to show

CHAPTER II

LITERATURE REVIEW
Improving School Curriculum and Instruction
At least nine different national commissions have endorsed an
improved mathematics curriculum to provide the human resources for
high technology and growth industries that will be increasingly important to the Midwest economy.

Research on economic growth

(Walberg, 1984) suggests that improving instruction in mathematics
and science is in our national interest.
The National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM) issued an
"Agenda for Action: Recommendations for School Mathematics of the
1980s" (1980).

The recommendations represent action to be taken in

this decade to improve mathematics education for our youth.

Studies

funded by the National Science Foundation, two mathematics assessments by the National Assessment of Educational Progress, and extensive surveys of the opinions of both lay and professional sectors of
the society were used to develop these recommendations.
A curriculum without implementation plans is destined to do
1itt1 e more than gather dust.

The concerns and needs of teachers

must be addressed in every schoo 1 program.

Many curriculum reforms

have failed because they did not attend to the structural and institutional factors constraining teachers (Patterson and Czajkowski,
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1979; Mortimore and Sammons, 1987; Combs, 1988; Lieberman, 1988;

Fessler and Burke, 1988).

Several successful school-based projects

have ut i 1 i zed an interactive research and deve 1opment approach that
; nvo l ves co 11 aborat ion among program planners,
teachers (Klausmeier,

1982;

Tikunoff,

researchers,

Ward and Griffin,

and
1979;

Schiller, Carroll and Pankake, 1985; Lieberman, 1988; Castle, 1988;
McClure,

Gl atthorn,

1988;

1987;

and Fessler and Burke,

1988).

Another component of any successful school-based program is principal
support and leadership {Lieberman and Miller, 1981; Brandt 1987; Mortimore and Sammons, 1987; Smith, 1987; and Sheive, 1988).
Meta-analyses of studies on staff development have found significant components which have been associated with significant gains
for teachers and/or students.

Among these are semester-1 ong

programs, written materials, on-site training, classroom assistance,
teacher i dent ifi ed needs,

sharing sessions and feedback to par-

ticipants (Joslin, 1980; Harrison, 1980; Paquette, 1987; Holdzkom and
Kuligowski, 1988).
An organizational commitment from teachers, along with their
cooperative efforts and active engagement is al so needed if the
school program is going to be successful (Czajkowski and Patterson,
1980;

Lieberman and Miller, 1981; Smith, 1987; Lieberman, 1988;

McClure,

1988;

Castle,

1988).

teachers as professional 1earners.

Attention must also be paid to
Learners need to participate in
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activities that serve as the basis for observation of the process as
well as reflection on the effects of the experience. (Sharan and
Sharan, 1987}.
One of the requirements of a profession is that its members continue to learn, grow, and renew themselves so that their interactions
with clients are reflective of the best knowledge and skill available
to them (Griffin, 1978}.

Veteran teachers need to find new chal-

lenges to keep them from becoming routinized (Tyler, personal communication, 1985).
tested.

Various career development programs are now being

The Charlotte-Mecklenburg Career Development Plan (1980};

The California Mentor Teacher Program (1983); The Teacher Advisor
Project of the Marin (Ca.} County Office of Education (1981); and the
Tennessee Career Ladder Program (1984) are some models.

The Council

for Basic Education has posed a new initiative for the 3Rs--a challenge to recognize that the recruitment, renewal, and retention of
excellent teachers should be bound together.
MCIP has been developed with the results of educational research
as the guiding component.

In developing the MCIP program, faithful-

ness to the staff development literature has provided important
criteria against which to test the activities.

CHAPTER Ill

METHOD

Evaluation of the MATHEMATICS CURRICULUM IMPROVEMENT PROJECT
{MCIP) sponsored by the Illinois Board of Higher Education in 1987
indicated that this type of teacher-leader model of staff development
for implementing an activity oriented approach to mathematics curriculum and instruction is needed across both public and private
school systems in the Cook, DuPage, Lake and Will County areas.

Much

of the impetus for this cooperative effort has come from the Chicago
Office of Catholic Education; however, work with teachers and administrators from other districts indicates that the need for interesting, motivating, mathematics activities is community wide.

The

Curriculum Committee of the Archdiocesan Office of Catholic Education
has revised their mathematics objectives according to guidelines from
the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics, results from the National Assessment of Educational Progress, and their own local needs.
The committee realized that setting goals was merely the beginning
and that classroom application was the real heart of curriculum
change.

The committee requested the assistance of the School of

Education at Loyola University to help with the implementation of the
revised mathematics curriculum.

MCIP faculty at Loyola University
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worked with Joanne Pl anek, Coordinator of Outside Funding for the
Chicago Office of Catholic Education, to develop and pilot the Mathematics Activities Teacher Handbook (M.A.T.H.).
Implementing the Illinois Board of Higher Education Policy Objectives
The MATHEMATICS CURRICULUM IMPROVEMENT PROJECT attends to two of
the five policy objectives of the Illinois Board of Higher Education
designed to assist with efforts to improve elementary education in
the state to:
-improve school curricula and instruction in mathematics; and
-assist with district-defined teacher training, retraining, inservice training (See Appendix A, Request for Proposals).
The vision of this program is to combine the resources of Loyola
University, the Chicago Archdiocesan School System and other interested public and private school districts, talented veteran MCIP
teachers, and the Illinois Board of Higher Education to:
-improve the math competencies of teachers;
-implement a mathematics activities oriented curriculum faithful
to the objectives outlined by the Archdiocesan Education Office
Curriculum Committee, the Illinois State Board of Education,
and the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics; and
-develop a group of teacher-leaders.
Program Development
The MCIP/88 program was developed along the same lines as the
1986 and 1987 MCIP programs (See Table I, Program Development).

The

majority of the funding went for teacher stipends and staff develop-
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ment budgets for individual schools (See Appendix B, MCIP budgets).
Each MCIP participant was required to train at least 3 other interested teachers.

Each received money to use for that purpose.

Part

of the staff development component of each year's program was to help
teachers develop such a budget.
In previous years, money from Title II Archdiocesan funds had
been used for materials development.

During 1986, five major chap-

ters and appendices were completed (See Appendix C, M.A.T.H. Table of
Contents).

During the second year, 4 additional major chapters and

appendices were developed.

By 1988, the year of this study, the

major chapters had been completed.

These chapters corresponded to

the Archdiocesan mathematics curriculum goals.

The appendices had

been developed from requests made by teachers for more help with certain topics and/or ways to incorporate mathematics across the curriculum.

Additional materials were developed, piloted and incor-

porated into the summer inservice program.
Recruitment was modeled after the 1987 approach.

Announcements

and applications were sent out to all Archdiocesan teachers who had
participated in an extended inservice during the past three years
(See Appendix D, Applications).

Recommendations for potential cur-

riculum 1eaders came from veteran and current MC IP participants,
school principals, and seminar session

presenters.

Participants

were selected on a first-come, first-serve basis by date of return.
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The target population included 50 schools from both the public
and private school systems in the Cook, DuPage, Lake, and Will County
areas. Since additional funding for the development and piloting of
the MCIP project came through The Catholic School Office, 30 (603) of
the available slots were allocated to teachers working in that system.

The Archdiocese of Chicago serves the City of Chicago and the

communities of Cook and Lake County.

Currently,

2.4 million

Catholics (40% of the total population) live in this area.
approximately 550,000 are Hispanic;

100,000 are Black;

Of these,
and the

remaining 1.75 million represent a great ethnic diversity.
The Catholic School Office serves the planning, curriculum, and
administrative needs of 416 elementary and high schools with an enrollment of nearly 175,000 students.

This is the largest private

school system in the United States, and the seventh largest of all
systems in the nation.

There are over 57,000 minority students, and

over 38,000 non-Catholic students attending these schools. Just over
35% of the elementary schools within the system are participating in
the MCIP program, an increase of 20% since 1986.
The 53 individuals selected to participate in MCIP/88 came from
37 elementary schools in the Chicago and Joliet Catholic dioceses,
the Chicago public school system, suburban public schools, and the
Hillel Torah Jewish school system. Forty-two percent of the teachers
worked in schools serving a large minority population; 213 of the
participants were minority men and women.

8% percent of the schools
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were in Lake County; 3% in DuPage County; 3% in Will County and 86%
in Cook County. Eighty percent of these participants were private
school teachers.
All MCIP programs have both large and small group activities.
Graduate students were hired to lead these small groups.

Several of

the graduate students in MCIP/88 were former MCIP participants.
Several

have developed sufficient expertise to be included as

presenters for the large group sessions.
As indicated above,
Workshop Content).

MCIP continues to expand (See Table II,

Both new material created by MCIP staff and new

interests expressed by previous participants were incorporated into
MCIP/88.

As a result, the program has grown by one inservice day

each year.
The summer inservice program is really the heart of the MCIP
program (See Appendix E, Summer Workshop Schedule).

All the develop-

ment and piloting of materials is geared toward classroom implementation and staff development.

The inservice has served three purposes:

to improve the mathematics competence of the participants; to help
them become lead teachers in their schools; and to acquaint them with
the best classroom material available.

The summer inservice program

has been divided equally among these three major topics.
The math content has always included algebra.

One of the goals

of MCIP as well as other innovative math programs such as the University of Chicago School Mathematics program, is to have algebra as the
standard eight grade curriculum.

In addition to algebra topics, the
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1987 math content component included sessions on graphing, statistics, probability, and calculators.

Sessions on computers and in-

tegrating math with music were added in 1988.

During the past three

years, an emphasis was also placed on problem solving skills.
As in past years, MCIP has informed its participants about supplementary materials and resources that are available for use in the
math classroom.

During the first year of the project materials were

developed in response to teacher need. In 1987, the MCIP program included materials from outside sources including DePaul University,
Fresno State College, and the Pentathlon Institute.

The 1988 program

selected the best programs from the previous years and added additional resources to meet teacher needs.

Twelve card games, to rein-

force basic computational skills, were added in response to the need
for additional drill and practice activities.

Also in 1988, educa-

tional directors at local museums, zoos, and educational service centers gave presentations to inform teachers on what educational
programs are available to them for implementation in their schools.
Teachers became aware of many exciting classes and activities offered
in the Chicagol and area, that are designed to highlight and support
the school's curriculum.
Staff development has been a primary component of MCIP for all
three years.

Dr. Anita Pankake, from Kansas State University, has

given many insights and suggestions for working with pri nc i pa 1s.
Si nee 1986, teachers have benefited from the information offered
during her presentation.

Additional topics included the latest
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research on staff development, how to develop and implement a budget,
and how to design an effective school inservice plan.

One of MCIP's

goals is to use a school's staff as their own curriculum resources.
During this year's session, additional ideas and suggestions were
given to help teachers and principals move in this direction.

The

emphasis is on the fact that there are many excellent teachers in the
schools that can share and give curriculum ideas to other teachers.
No l anger wi 11 outside resources be needed for staff development
programs.
Follow-up sessions are as important to a successful program as
the program itself.

For the past three years, small group meetings

have been held to allow teachers to network with each other and to
discuss the positive and negative aspects of the program.

These ses-

sions have proved to be very informative for both the MCIP staff and
its participants.

Teachers are eager to share their ideas and give

suggestions to others to help improve the curriculum at their
schoo 1s.

Staff members have used the teacher feedback from these

sessions to improve the content of each successive program.
Nationally known, as well as, local speakers have always been a
part of MCIP's format.

Topics such as parent involvement, curriculum

reform, the latest educational research, and educational resources
have been included to keep the participants current on new trends and
ideas in education.

MCIP has been fortunate to have leading

authorities such as Dr. Ralph Tyler, Dr. Herb Walberg, and Or. David

15

Page available to speak to its participants.

Also, the Chicagoland

area is fortunate to have many educational programs available for
teachers and schools just waiting to be shared.
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Table I
Program Development
FUNDING/YEAR
IBHE:
Archdiocese:

1986

1987

$40,000
$3,300

$47,000
$3,000

$47,000
$18,000

47

53
38

1988

PARTICIPANTS
Number:
Schools:
Counties:
Recruitment:
Length of program:
Math content:

Classroom materials/
Resources:

37
30
3

39
3

4

selection

application

application

4 days/24 hrs.

5 days/30 hrs.

6 days/36 hrs.

Algebra
M.A.T.H.
Golden Ratio
Totients

Algebra
M.A.T.H.
Calculators
Statistics
Probability
Geometry

Algebra
M.A.T.H.
Computers
Measurement

M.A.T.H

M.A.T.H.
AIMS
Stock Market

M.A.T.H.
AIMS
Pentathlon
Games
Math Card
Games

Pentathlon
Games
Staff Development: Working with
the Principal
Research
Budgeting

Working with
the Principal
Research
Budgeting
Inservice Plan
Textbooks

Working with
the Principal
Research
Budgeting
Inservice
Pl an
Textbooks
Principal's
Meeting
Staff As
Resources

Follow-up: small group mtgs. small group mtgs. small group mtgs.
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Table II

MCIP/88 Workshop Content
EXPANDED ACTIVITIES

Mathematics Content

NEW ACTIVITIES
Mathematics & Music
Computers

Algebra
Calculators *
Statistics
Probability
Classroom Applications

It's In The Cards *
Hands-on Science
Brookfield Zoo
Shedd Aquarium
U of I Extension Office
Chicago Botanic Gardens
Field Museum
Chicago Academy of
Sciences
Ratios & Percents
Math & Art *

Math & P. E.
Math & Social Studies
Math & the Special Student
Mental Math Tricks
Problem Solving
Multiplication Drills
Coordinate Geometry
Data Collection & Graphing
Whole Numbers & Decimals
Integers
Fractions
Parent Involvement
Math &the Library
Pentathlon Games *
AIMS *
Reading in Science &Math
Staff Development
Working With the Principal
Research
Budget
Inservice Plan

* Presentation by veteran MCIP participant

Textbooks
Principals' Meeting
Staff as Resources *
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Veteran Teachers as Curriculum Leaders
Another one of
leaders.

MCIP~s

goals is to develop a group of teacher

MCIP/88 used veteran teachers as curriculum leaders in the

areas of mathematics games, calculators, and Activities Integrating
Math and Science.
The Mathematics Pentathlon, a program recommended by Phi Delta
Kappa, was brought from Indianapolis to Chicago by MCIP.

The Pen-

tathlon is a set of 5 mathematics games at 4 different levels.
games can be used for classroom instruction.

The

Students can also par-

ticipate in a scheduled tournament. While the instructional content
of the games is excellent for classroom use, the administration at
Loyola University felt that the $27 tournament entry fee per student
might exclude too many children and declined to be a tournament site.
Although Loyola University will not sponsor the Mathematics Pentathlon Tournament, the notion of a mathematics tournament to improve
basic skills through games was still interesting to the MCIP participants. Twelve math games (grades 1-2, 3-4, 5-6, and 7-8) dealing
with whole numbers/decimals, statistics, fractions, and integers have
been developed by the MCIP staff.

All of the games can be played

with a regular deck of playing cards, making them inexpensive as well
as excellent opportunities for parent/child interaction.

It is ex-

pected that costs for an MCIP play-off competition would not exceed
$2.00 per student.

The Chicago Archdiocese and Loyola University

piloted this program during the spring of 1988.

It was refined

during MCIP/88 and will be opened to all schools in the Chicago
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metropolitan area as part of the MCIP program for the next academic
year.

Six veteran MCIP participants gave instruction in both the

Pentathlon Games and math card games this summer.
The 1987 MCIP summer institute also sponsored a special session
with

David Page, a nationally known expert on the use of the cal-

culator in the

classroom.

As a result of the MCIP's participants'

enthusiastic response, an MCIP staff member was trained in Dr. Page's
method and continued his work this summer.
At a cost of nearly $1000, the Activities Integrating Math and
Science (AIMS) program was brought in from Fresno, California in
1987.

This NSF disseminated program was received most enthusiasti-

cally by the MCIP participants.

As a result of their unqualified

recommendations, six workshops for 103 teachers were scheduled by the
Office of Catholic Education.

As a result of these workshops, three

veteran MCIP teachers have been trained in AIMS and led workshop sessions this summer.

CHAPTER IV

RESULTS

Staff Development
There were three significant outcomes of this project in regard
to staff development. One of the most potentially powerful findings
deals with the professional development ·of the participants.

Written

reports by participants and graduate student group leaders indicate
that working with their colleagues has had an empowering effect on
these veteran teachers.

In addition, eight MCIP participants have

been hired by the Office of Catholic Education to assist with the
district wide inservices.

Five MCIP participants have been desig-

nated as Joyce Scholars and will be employed by the Archdiocese to
develop model summer school magnet programs.

Other opportunities for

professional development furnished by MCIP include:

the Foundation

for Excellence in Teaching's Golden Apple Awards, the AASA Exemplary
Staff Development Awards, and the Tandy Educational Grants Program.
Forty MCIP participants are working toward administration certification; two have entered a Ph.D. program.

Twelve participants have

taken MC IP for university credit and are still undecided about a
program.

Nine doctoral students have participated in MCIP.

20
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The second significant outcome of the project was participants'
enthusiasm for a staff development budget. It was expected that the
participants would use most of the money as stipends for the teachers
they were expected to train.

The majority of the money was budgeted

for materials that the participants had worked with during the MCIP
institute (games materials, AIMS books, computer software, IT'S IN
THE CARDS Tournament entry fees, summer math activity calendars).
The third significant outcome of the project was the quality of
the participants' inservices.

They were able to incorporate a

majority of research based components of successful staff development
in their own school inservices. (See Table III, Staff Development
Research.)

Table III
Research shows that effective staff development programs •••
Component

% of participant using component

'87 '88

100 100
Meet the needs expressed by teachers or principals;
Create a flexible program that is sensitive to teacher input; 94 90
Consist of multiple sessions;
88 100
Allow for group and individual problem solving;
50 35
94 84
Allow for teacher choice and individualization;
94 94
Encourage collecting and sharing information;
81 52
Provide practice;
56 52
Provide individualized supervision;
81 68
Provide feedback;
50 58
Strengthen work relations among persons of different status;
100 84
Provide written material; and
80 71
Model proposed teaching behaviors.
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Professional and Connnunity Recognition
Independent verification of the quality of the MCIP comes from
mathematics educators in the Illinois Network of Pre-College Mathematics Programs.

MCIP was one of two projects requested to present a

formal update at the annual meeting on December 1, 1987.

One of the

pri nci pa 1 investigators of this project has been appointed to the
network's board of directors.

A subcommittee on staff development

has been formed by the network to find successful methods to increase
the impact of good programs.

Both principal investigators of this

project are members of the subcommittee.
MCIP was presented at the Illinois Council of Teachers of Mathematics, October, 1987.

It was presented at the annual Association of

supervision and Curriculum Development meeting,

March,

proposals have been submitted for the following annual meetings:
tional Council of Teachers of Mathematics;

1988.
Na-

American Educational

Research Association; and National Council of Staff Development.
MCIP related articles have appeared in the Illinois Mathematics
Teacher, The Arithmetic Teacher and Staff Development.

Public rela-

tions material has appeared in the Chicago Catholic, the Loyola
Alumni News, The Norwood Review, The Brighton Park and McKinley Park
Life, and The Southwest News Hera 1d, as we 11 as numerous church and
school bulletins.
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Evaluation Component
Table IV
% of Participants Change

CONCEPT

NO CHANGE MINOR CHANGE MAJOR CHANGE

METAMORPHOSIS

M.A.T.H. HANDBOOK

10
37
25

52
48
50

38
15
25

0
0
0

SUPPLEMENTARY
MATERIALS

9
30
20

50
37
43

41
33
37

0
0
0

17

26
22

44
33
38

35
41
38

4
0
2

MATH ACROSS THE
CURRICULUM

19
28
24

24
28
26

52
44
48

5
0
2

M. E.A. L

21
28
25

32
40
36

47
32
39

0
0
0

PARENT INVOLVEMENT

30
19
24.5

48
50
49

22
27
24.5

0
4
2

HANDS-ON SCIENCE

32
44
38

36
20
28

32
36
34

0
0
0

STAFF DEVELOPMENT
EFFORTS

14
16
15

32
40
36

54
40
47

0
4
2

RESOURCE DAY
EFFORTS

30
19
24

44
35
39

26
46
37

0
0
0

INSTRUCTIONAL
LEADERSHIP

0
20

45
36
40

55
40
47

0
4
2

GAMES

11

*** top percentage = new participant response; middle percentage =
veteran participant response; bottom percentage = total response
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The evaluation component of MCIP/88 consisted of both qualitative and quantitative data {See Appendix F, Evaluation Sheets).

Par-

ticipants rated 10 components of the program and stated if they had
no change, a minor change, a major change, or a metamorphic change on
how they now think about mathematics curriculum reform {See Table IV,
% of Participants Change).

The results were broken down into three

parts: new participants, veteran participants, and total response.
The greatest impact of MCIP/88 on its participants was in the
instructional leadership component.

80% of the veteran teachers and

100% of the new participants felt that MCIP/88 gave them new insights
on how they can become instructional leaders in their schools.

85%

of the participants also felt that the staff development component
gave them new methods and ideas for programs that can be implemented
in their school.

91% of the new participants and 70% of the veteran

participants found many new and interesting materials to use in their
classrooms.
Participants were also asked for their opinions of MCIP/88 in
the areas of creativity, staff development, productivity, and math
confidence.

Comments Regarding Creativity
The participants felt that many fresh, new, useful, and exciting
ideas were given that could be taken back to school for immediate implementation.

They enjoyed the many different approaches offered and
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the creative use in scheduling.

The resource day was also very

beneficial and provided a variety of programs to increase both
teacher and student motivation.

Comments Regarding Staff Development
Participants felt that MCIP/88 opened a new vista of possibilities for staff development by providing many interesting ways
to keep the school's staff involved.
thing other than a subject.

Math can now be shown as some-

MCIP gives teachers the opportunity to

network with others and to use each other as educational resources.

Comments Regarding Educational Productivity
Many teachers are beginning to realize that the schools curriculum can offer many more activities much earlier.

Also that more

productive learning can take place by integrating math with other
subject areas.

The consensus was that MCIP materials would increase

a child's productivity.

Comments Regarding Math Confidence
MCIP instills confidence.

Teachers stated that they now feel

comfortable in using something "other than the textbook".

They are

anxious to implement the ideas and activities learned this summer and
are motivated to return back to the classroom this fall.

CHAPTERV
DISCUSSION

The MCIP project had exceeded its highest hopes.

There are at

least five unanticipated outcomes.
First, an MCIP Newsletter will be sent out monthly.

The first

one will be sent out just before the second semester.

The MCIP

Newsletter will

highlight successful

adaptations of M.A.T.H.

material; describe interesting implementation ideas in selected MCIP
schools; and underscore the exceptional staff development efforts of
several MCIP teachers.

The Newsletter will also comment on recent

research in math education, make announcements about offerings in the
math education community, and provide an update of MCIP schools and
teachers.
Second, an MCIP math card games tournament will be held this
fall.

The games are designed to improve mental arithmetic skills in

the areas of whole numbers,

integers, decimals,

fractions,

and

statistics.
Third, MCIP will work with the Center for the Study of Private
Education at Loyola University, to develop teacher incentive grants
for innovative projects.

MCIP currently has $400 for this purpose, a

contribution of the stipend money from one of the 1987 summer participants.
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Fourth, two additional Training Our Teachers As Leaders {TOTAL)
groups have been formed from MCIP participants and their colleagues.
TOTAL is a new master's degree program at Loyola which provides an
M.Ed. in instructional leadership and an administrative endorsement.
It is Loyola's response to the state's effort to define the role of
principal as instructional leader.
Fifth, the response to the 1987 and 1988 Seminar Series sponsored by the Office of Catholic Education was far greater than anticipated.

Significant numbers of Chicago Archdiocesan teachers are

being trained, paving the way for real curriculum reform.

The 1988

Fall Seminar Series doubles MCIP offerings.

Assisting with District-defined Staff Development
The Mathematics Activity Teachers Handbook (M.A.T.H.) is the
fundamental component of the program.
interest (98%) in the activities.

Teachers report high student

This high student interest has

helped attract other teachers in the school to the MCIP program.
terest improved achievement.

In-

Teachers report that 75% - 100%

(average 91%) of students scored C or better on tests evaluating math
concepts introduced through M.A.T.H.

Teachers were also able to

change their instructional techniques to include more discussion in
mathematics classes.

They reported an average of 25 minutes (range,

15 - 50 minutes) devoted to initial discussion questions relating the
new math concept to the student's real life experience.

Teachers

also reported an average student response rate of 85% (range, 50 100%) during the discussion.
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Teachers report about 75% success rate with the home learning
activities section of the handbook.

Most parents foui:id the ac-

tivities stimulating for the whole family, expressed their gratitude,
and/or requested more of the same kind of activities.

Analysis of

the parent responses indicates that some parent training is necessary, especially in the lower SES schools.
M.A.T.H. also meets 95% of the mathematics Model Learning Object iv es for the end of grades 3, 6, and 8 developed by the state.
Teachers reported that the sample evaluation questions in M.A.T.H.
have been helpful in developing an assessment instrument for the
learning outcomes for mathematics.
During 1987 and 1988, over

200 additional Chicago Archdiocesan

teachers have worked with the handbook and trained one colleague in
their school in the use of activities to help students understand
fractions, whole numbers, decimals, and integers.

These three ses-

sion workshops were so successful that the Office of Catholic Education will not only repeat it with additional chapters and appendices,
but also identify lead teachers who will be assisted to do some staff
development work with M.A.T.H. in the local councils.

MCIP assisted

with additional staff development programs for the Archdiocese.

Over

1000 teachers in 350 schools have experienced some level of MCIP (See
Table V, Summary of Activities). The indirect impact of MCIP is even
greater since all workshop participants were required to work with at
least one other colleague in their school.
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Table V
Summary of MCIP Activities and Number of Participants

Date

Funding
Source

Activities

Number of Participants
Direct Indirect Schools

Spring '86

OCE

Pilot M.A.T.H.

24

24

23

Summer '86

IBHE

Summer workshop
Implementation

37

147

30

Winter '87

OCE

Train schools
Review new material

11

61

10

Winter '87

OCE

Pentathlon

97

51**

31

Spring '87

IBHE

AIMS

15

46

13

Summer '87

IBHE

Summer workshop
Implementation

47

141

39

Fall '87

OCE

M.A.T.H.
83
Pentathlon
53
Computers
69
AIMS
103
Calculators
23
Reading in M&S
83
Calculators (Joyce) 58
Pentathlon
37

166***
106***
120***
206***
46***
162***

57
22
34
41
20
43

M.A. T.H
Science Primer
Hands-on Science
Library Component
Build Your Own Robot
Kid Services
Discover Science
NASA Science Program

63
55
16
8
23
12
19
9

126***
110***
32***
76***
46***
24***
38***
18***

31
20

Summer workshop
Implementation

53

159

37

998

1905

544

Spring '87

Summer '88

OCE

OCE/
IBHE

TOTALS

*averaged 4 per participant
**only Archdiocesan schools provided with games
***estimated

11

20

11

6
5
9
14
7
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Through the Center for the Study of Private Education at Loyola
University, dedicated and committed Loyola faculty, and the Office of
Catholic Education, MCIP efforts continued.

Inservices were also

scheduled for Council II (district) in the Archdiocese, Illinois districts 86 and 128 in Cook County, and the Lake County Regional Service Center.

A workshop has been scheduled for Illinois district 128

in 1989.

Additional Resource Information
Communication is important.

MCIP has made our participants

aware of the the Loyal a Literacy Lifelines conference, the DePaul
University/Chicago Tribune stock market program, the MathCounts competition, and special programs from the Shedd Aquarium, the Museum of
Science and Industry, the Fie 1d Museum, Expressways Art Museum, the
Chicago Botanic Gardens, Brookfield Zoo, the University of Illinois
Extension Office, the Academy of Sciences, and the Smithsonian Institute.

The MCIP staff is currently reviewing several projects for

possible program content: the Corridor Partnership for Excellence in
Education; Project SITE; Resource Problems to Enhance the Teaching of
Mathematics; Hands On Science Outreach; and problem solving computer
software.

The MCIP program has acted as a vehicle to keep par-

ticipants informed of important new research findings in mathematics
education.

MCIP participants have read and discussed the following

art i c1es: "How the Experts Teach Math", U.S. Office of Education;
"Solving the Arithmetic Problem", Harvard Educational Letter; "A
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Japanese Educator's Perspective on Teaching Mathematics in the
Elementary School" and "How Much of the Content in Mathematics
Textbooks Is New?", Arithmetic Teacher.
Few teachers belong to professional organizations and even fewer
to the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM).

The MCIP

has kept them informed of such things as regional math meetings,
"Square One TV", a Children's Television Workshop series about mathematics, materials provided by NCTM such as pamphlets to help parents
work with their children at home, and a pamphlet providing techniques
to increase instructional time in mathematics.
Objectives and Activities to Be Continued
As indicated above, MCIP continues to grow.

MCIP faculty at

Loyola are currently preparing grant proposals for the National
Science Foundation and the AMOCO Foundation.

Additional, long-term

funding will allow MCIP to expand its curriculum improvement efforts
even further.
MCIP has been most fortunate to enjoy the wise counsel of Ralph
Tyler.

His sixty years of national and international experience in

curriculum and instructional improvement have contributed to its success.

His wisdom continues to guide its efforts.

Tyler makes

several important points about curriculum reform- -that it should
begin at the school level; that at least six years are necessary to
get a reform working as intended; and that adequate resources must be
provided.
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MCIP hopes to involve talented high school juniors and seniors
who might be attracted to teaching in its next phase.
could work part time MCIP teacher aides.

These students

In Tyler's experience, the

most successful recruitment of talented individuals for the teaching
profession is done at the high school level.
MCIP must work harder to involve the principals.

Several sug-

gestions have been made by MCIP teachers which are currently under
consideration. One suggestion was to hold a principals' meeting.
This will take place in the fall of 1988.
Staff development efforts for the next year need to focus on
confrontation and conflict management.

The majority of MCIP par-

ticipants felt inadequate in situations which required direct expression of negative information or resolving situations where multiple
incompatible interests were in play.

The majority of the par-

ticipants felt they had been prepared to direct others, impart their
new skills to others,

and administer the MCIP program at their

school.

Conclusion
The Mathematics Curriculum Improvement Project has directly impacted nearly 1,500

professional educators and over 30,000 students

in the Chicago metropolitan area.
flavor of the MCIP success.

But numbers only give half the

To conclude this report, five un-

solicited quotes have been selected that exemplify MCIP's success and
make its staff's efforts enormously satisfying.
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From an 8th grader about the content of M.A.T.H.:
"This finally makes sense.

This is easier to understand than the

book."
From a new MCIP participant:
"I have found MCIP materials very challenging and enriching.

It's

most useful impact for me is that it opened up new vistas in the
teaching of math and moved me toward more productive attitudes
more mental math, more hands-on activities, for fascinating and practical approaches."
From a principal about the change in staff development within her
school: "MCIP has transformed one of my weaker teachers into a school
instructional leader.

By participating in your program, she has

gained confidence in math educ at ion.
with the f acu 1ty.

She is a1ways sharing ideas

When a teacher is 1ook i ng for a new idea, they

come to her for suggestions."
From a parent about MCIP's home learning component:
"These activities link education closer to the child's life experiences and connects the classroom to the real world of the child
1earner. Hooray!"
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APPENDIX A
STATE OF ILLINOIS
BOARD OF HIGHER EDUCATION
500 Reisch Building
4 West Old Capitol Square
Springfield, Illinois 62701
Request for Proposals
Federal Grants For the Improvement of Instruction in Mathematics,
Science, Computer Learnin~, and Forei2D. Lan~ua~e
Policy Objectives
The Illinois Board of Higher Education in recent years has approved policy
objectives and priorities that are designed to assist with efforts to improve
elementary/secondary education in the state. Such policy objectives emphasize cooperation between institutions of higher education and elementary/
secondary education to achieve the following:
improve high school preparation for baccalaureate degree programs;
prepare more minority high school students for baccalaureate degree
programs;
improve the preparation of new teachers;
improve school curricula and instruction;
assist with district-defined teacher training, retraining, and
in-service training.
Many of these objectives will be met through State-funded programs. In addition, the following Federal program will provide funds to improve elementary/
secondary education.
Federal Grants for Programs
Financial assistance will be provided under the authority of the Federal
Education for Economic Security Act-Title II for programs that:
improve elementary/secondary teacher skills and student learning in
math, science, computer learning, and foreign languages;
will be implemented cooperatively among the higher education
community and the elementary/secondary education community.
Last year, fiscal year 1988 (FY1988), the Illinois Board of Higher Education
(IBHE) and the State Board of Education (SBE) jointly applied for and
received a total of $3,395,374, of which $1,663,734 was distributed by the
State Board of Education to local school districts and $713,028 was designated by ehe SBE for exemplary programs and other purposes.
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Tbe Illinois Board of Higher Education received $50,931 for assessment and
administration and allocated $967,681 to higher education programs in two
grant categories: (A) teacher training programs and (B) cooperative developmental programs for student learning and performance projects. In the
selection of proposals, high priority was given to proposals aimed at meeting
the federal objectives and the Illinois Board of Higher Education policy
objectives listed above. A total of 52 proposals were submitted, of which 24
were selected and funded.
The IBHE and SBE have received a fourth year of funds under this program
totaling $5,018,536, which is a total of Sl,623,162 more than last year. The
SBE will distribute $2,459,083 to local school districts and allocate
$1,053,892 to exemplary programs and other purposes. The IBHE received
$1,505,561 of which Sl,430,282 is for grants to projects in the same two
categories as last year: (A) teacher training programs and (B) cooperative
developmental programs for student learning and performance projects.
Further information about these categories follows.
Projects previously funded must demonstrate successful results and outcomes
achieved. New proposals will also be accepted. The following schedule will
be followed for the FY1989 proposals and grants:
November 18, 1988

Postmark date for proposals to be
submitted to the Board of Higher
Education office

January 10, 1989

Board of Higher Education approval of
grants

September 30, 1989

Final date to expend funds

Higher Education Grant Categories
A.

Teacher Training Grants
Public and private higher education institutions may submit proposals for
one or more of the following types of programs:
1)

a traineeship program for new teachers who will specialize in
teaching mathematics and science at the secondary level;

2)

a retraining program for secondary school teachers who currently
specialize in disciplines other than the teaching of mathematics and
science to become specialized in the teaching of mathematics,
science, or computer learning;

3)' an in-service training program for elementary, secondary, or vocational school teachers to improve their teaching skills in the fields
of mathematics, science, and computer learning.
To be eligible for consideraO...on, the programs described above must be
developed and implemented in cooperation with local school iistricts to
meet school district-defined needs. Since tne S'nn.e 1roard of Education
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will distribute grants to local school districts to support teacher
participation in retraining and in-service training programs, the higher
education program proposals should seek ways to pool resources with local
school district resources for this purpose.
B.

Cooperative Developmental Grants
Public and private higher education institutions may submit proposals for
projects designed to improve elementary/secondary school students' understanding and performance in mathematics, science, computer learning, and
foreign languages. Proposals submitted within this category must be
based upon cooperative agreements among one or more higher education
institutions, local school districts, state or regional education agencies, private industry and private nonprofit organizations.
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Approval of Grants:
The IBHE staff will recommend that the IBHE approve proposals selected
for grants at the Board's January 10, 1989 meeting. Following approval,
grant funds \dll be distributed to the applicant institutions pursuant to
a grant agreement between the !BHE and the applicant institution which,
among other things, will include a program completion date, the grant
amount, assurance of compliance with federal regulations, and requi~e
ments for evaluation and audit reports.
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APPENDIX B

MCIP BUDGET ANALYSIS
October, 1988
Expenditures of Partial Schools
17 schools each budgeting $150
categories

dollar amount
spent

$2550

i. of budget

materials
$1065
(including manipulatives,
videos, duplicating costs)
teacher stipends
988
refreshments
370
prizes, awards, gifts
75
workshops and inservice training
30
subscriptions
22
total
$2550

100 %

Expenditures of Full Schools
7 schools each budgeting $1000

$7000

categories

dollar amount
spent

materials
(including manipulatives,
$2510
videos, duplicating costs)
3200
teacher stipends
800
refreshments
300
prizes, awards, gifts
workshops and inservice training 130
60
subscriptions
$7000
total

42

39
14
3
1
1

'7. of budget

36
46
11
4

2
1

100 '7.
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Expenditures of Full Schools
3 schools each budgeting $1500
1 school budgeting $1150
total
categories

dollar amount
spent:

materials
(including manipulatives,
videos, duplicating costs)
$1924
teacher stipends
1375
refreshments
393
prizes, awards, gifts
958
workshops and inservice training 650
subscript: ions
200
public re lat: ions
150
tot: a 1
$5650

4500
1150
$5650
1. of budget:

34
24
7
17
11
4

3
100 %

Total expenditures of all schools combined
29 schools budgeting $15,200
categories

dollar amount
spent

materials
(including manipulat:ives,
videos, duplicating costs)
teacher stipends
refreshments
prizes, awards, gifts
workshops and inservice training
subscriptions
public relations
t:ot:a 1

5499
5563
1563
1333
810
282
150

$15,200

'% of budget

36
37
10
9
5
2
1

100 %.
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APPENDIX D

May, 1986

Dear Principal:
Funds a::e available this year for mathematics curriculum improvement.
We would like to take this opportunity to improve the mathematics
program in our school system and make it a mode 1 for other systems
across the country.
The first phase of THE MATHEMATICS CURRICULUM IMPROVEMENT PROJECT
will be completed in early summer.
Thirty teachers worked with faculty
and graduate students from Loyola University to develop and pilot
an activities handbook that will enable all g::ade level teachers a
chance ::o expose our students to important mathematics concepts such
as data collection and display, coordinate geometry, statistics, abstract
algebra,
and probability through appropriate classroom activities
and home learning activities.
This is not a mastery program. Rather,
it is our intent to give all of our students an opportunity to study
mathematics as well as arithmetic.
The activities are designed to
reinforce basic skills while introducing higher level mathematics
concepts.
Our program design applies the latest research findings to staff development and curriculum implementation.
The research suggests that the
most effective approach is to train existing school personnel as instructional leaders.
We will choose 40 teachers from our schools to serve
as mathematics curriculum leaders.
Research also tells us ::hat principals are essential links to curriculum implementation.
We will
hold three seminars throughout the year to get feedback and advice
from you.
We would like your school to serve as a pilot for further development
and implementation of "The Mathematics Activities Handbook".
To be
eligible to participate, you would
-select a teacher from your school who is interested in curriculum
development and enjoys the confidence of his/her colleagues;
-support this teacher's efforts to work with one other teacher
in your school and two or three other teachers in ·~other school;
-reserve 10-15 minutes of each monthly faculty meeting to a discussion of the progress of this program; and
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~:athematics

Curriculum Improvement Project

May, 1986
Page 2

-share information
council meetings.

about

your

school's

progress

at

your

monthly

The MATHEMATICS CURRICULUM IMPROVEMENT PROJECT is a three stage effort.
During the second phase of the project, emphasis will focus on improving
the teachers' math~matics background in algebra, statistics, probability,
geometry and data collection so that they may develop their leadership
poetntial beyond implementation of the handbook.
Participants will
attend a workshop/class that will meet from 9:00 a.m. until 2:00 p.m.
for four consecutive Tuesdays, July 29, August 5, 12 and 19 at Loyola
University, 820 No. Rush, Room 312 (Marquette Center).
Follo"Wing
this workshop, they will schedule 10 hours of training with one teacher
from their own school and tvo or three teachers from another school
between August 19 and September 30.
The!'e teachers/lC'nder!. will hnvc
up to 10 hours of assistance from talented, preservicc undergraduate
students enrolled at Loyola University.
Participants will receive a stipend of $225.00 for their work during
this phase.
They will also have the option of receiving up to 4 hours
of graduate credit at reduced tuition from Loyola University.
Teacher
trainees will receive a stipend of $50.00 for their participation
and implementation of one chapter from the handbook.
The third phase of the program will focus on continued training and
implementation of "The Mathematics Activities Handbook." This phase
has
not yet been funded but we hope that the Illinois Board of Higher
Education will award us funds to continue the MATHEMATICS CURRICULUM
IMPROVEMENT PROJECT from September 30, 1986 to September 30, 1987.
We would like to emphasize that the nominees need not be experts
mathematics,
just teachers who like mathematics and would like
take a leadership role in curriculum development.
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HATHEHATJCS CURRICUL!.11 IHPRCJJEMENT PROJECT - - YEAR 2
We have rtceived funding from the Illinois Board o4 Higer Education to
continue our eHorts toward improving the ruthl'mat ic!i- curriculum in the
elementary schools in the Chicago metropolitan area. Since you have done such
an impre!Sive Job in the put, we would lil<e to invite you to participate in
the 1987 program. We do have a limited number o4 positions so we urge you to
return this application as soon as possible.
W~T

The program will be similar to last year's eHort. You will improve your
own math sl<ill\; 1 investigate new classroom materials, and learn how to apply
staH development techniques in your school situation. Enclosed is a
preliminary program.

WHEN
August
September
October
November

4, 6, 11' 13' and 18

9:00 - 3:00
TBA

21

3:88 - 5:08
3:88 - 5:88

Loe a I meeting
18

WHERE
Loyola University of Illinois - Lake Shore Campus
6525 North Sheridan Road
Chicago, Jll inois
Auditorium
Crown Center for the Humanities

BENEFITS
f.488 stipend
Classroom materials
Continued professional development
Hembership In the mathematics education conmunity
18 hours of assistance from Loyola preservice teacher
Development of collegial relationships with other teachers
Opportunity to design and implement a f.158 budget for sta44 development
Optional course credit, reduced tuition 4or either a graduate course or an
undergraduate course leading to the new grades 6 -8 math endorsement
Opportunity to develop a leadership role in a dynandc, developing math program

RESPCJiSIBJLJTJES
Improve your own knowledge base in mathematics
Develop a presentation about HCJ~ 4or your school
Learn to use different materials for your mathematics instruction
Design, implement, and evaluate a 14 hour staff development program
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M.C.l.P PROJECT
LOYOLA UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO
820 NORTH MICHIGAN AVENUE
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60611

MC I ?
MATHE~?.T:cs

CURR:CULUM

V

IMPROVEME~T

PROJECT ---

?~hSE

v

We nave ::-ecelveo funding t::-om the Illinois Board of P.lgner Education
to cont!nue our efforts toward improving the mathematics curriculum in
the elementary schoo!s in the Ch!cago metropolitan area. Since you
have done such an impressive Job in the past. we would like to invite
you to partlc!pate in the 1988 program. We do have a limited number
of positions so we urge you to return this application by April 29,
1988.

WHAT:
The program will be similar to last year's effort.
You :ill improve
your own math skills, Investigate new classroom materials, and learn
how to apply staff development techniques to your school situation.
1..

WHEN:
The proJect will consist of 6 meeting during the month cf August.
There will also be large and small group follow-up meetings once a
month from September 1988 through May 1989.
The summer meeting dates are: August 1, 3, 8, 10, 15, 17.
We will meet !rom 9 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Small group meetings: September, October, December, January,
March, Apr 11
Large group meetings: November, February, May

WHERE:
The August meetings and the large group meetings will be held at:
Loyola University's Lake Shore Campus
Crown Center for the Humanities - Auditorium
6525 North Sheridan Road
Chicago, Illinois
Small group meetings will we held at a location determined by the
group.

BENEFITS:

There are many benefits in participating Jn MCI?. Some are:
$400 Stipend
Classroom materials
Continued professional development
Membership in the mathematlcs education community
18 hours of assistance from Loyola preservlce t_eachers.
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Jeve~opmen~

of col!eg1al relat!onen!ps

~J:n

o:he~

:e!cne~e

Opportunl:y to oeslgn and implement a $150 oucget !or staff
oeveiopmer:t
Optlonal =ouree creal:. reduced tultlon for either a graoua:e
course er an unoergraduate course lead!ng tc the new graces 6-8
math enacrsement

RESPONSIBILITIES:

:o oe a memoer o: this project you will:
Improve your own kno~leoge base in mathemat!cs
Develop a presentation about MC!P !or your school
~earn to use different materials for your mathematics
instruction
Work wlth 3 additional teachers to Implement the MCI? program

HOW TO APPLY:
lf you are Interested In becoming a member of MCIP V, please fill out
and return the enciosed application by April 29, 1988.

~.s~
Dr. D!ane Schll'.er
Associate Professor

n\~:~·~
._;:;~1. /.,.
\./Dr. Joanne ?Janek

Office of Catho!lc Education

l~'/XtrJ~~

Dr. Kay Monroe Smith
Associate Professor

~~Q·u~
Ms. Debb~~lski
Project D.rector
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MCIP V APPLICATION

SCHOOL:~----------------~~--~~~~~----~--~--~~

SCHOO:

ADDRESS=~--~--~~~~~~~--~--------~~~

As a member of MCIP you will be asked to train 3 additional
teachers.

Please check one cf the following:

_____ I would prefer to flnd at least three teachers with
whom to work.
Please find me at least three teachers with whom I
can work.
_____ I am not sure If I can find at least three teachers
with whom to work but I would like to try.

APPENDIX E

...
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M.C.I.P. PROJECT
SUMMER WORKSHOP 1998
AUGUST 1, 3,
10, 15, 17
LOYOLA UN!VERSITY OF CHICAGO l.c THE ARCHDIOCESE OF CHIC!.IGO
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APPENDIX F

Ji'EEDBACK

SIIE!i:I'
NO CHANGE

MINOR CHANGE

MAJOR CHANGE

MITTAMOHPJIOSIS

M.A.T.ll. HANDBOOK
COMMENTS:

l

2

3

h

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS
COMMENTS:

1

2

3

l~

GAMES
COMMENTS:

1

2

3

!~

MATH AC.ROSS THI!! CURRICULUM
r. Cl1 MENTS :

1

2

J

I~

MEAL(MORE~EARLIER-ALTERNATIVE-LESS)
COMMENTS:

1

2

J

l ..

PARENT INVOLVEMENT
CCX>tM EITTS :

1

2

3

l ..

HANDS-ON SCIENCE
COMMENTS:

1

2

3

lt

sr AFF

DEVELOPMENT EFFORTS
COMMENTS:

1

2

3

lt-

MUSEUM DAY
CCl1MENTS:

1

2

J

l1

1

2

3

Ii

llOW DO vou SEE YOUR ROLE AS AN
INSTHlJCTIONAL LEADER IN YOUR SCHOOL?
C(J.'IM IiJ'ITS :
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THANK YOU
for an exciting

three weeks!
ltleuse shure
your comments

renurdinn uny
of the followinn1

ITTain CanUdence
Stuff lte\·elopment

Qtrratibitp
Productivity
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